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Stellingen
Het principe om de sapstroom in een plantenstengel te kwantificeren door het NMR signaal
daarvan als functie van stromingscoderende stappen in de magnetische veldgradienten te fitten
aan een modelfunctie is onjuist.
Dit proefsenrift, hoofdstuk 4.
Het gebruik van een PFG stimulated echo sequentie vergemakkelijkt aanzienlijk het
onderscheiden van de verplaatsing van watermoleculen t.g.v. extreem langzame stroming en
t.g.v. diffusie.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3.
Geen van de gangbare theorieen over het verdwijnen van embolieen in xyleemvaten geeft een
bevredigende verklaring voor het achterliggend mechanisme.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6.
De aan een laag magneetveld inherente lage NMR signaal/ruis verhouding onmiddellijk na
excitatie kangecompenseerdworden door het opnemenvan veelecho's.
Ditproefschrift, hoofdstuk 7.
Omdat voor ieder pixel meerdere NMR parameters toegankelijk zijn is het streven naar een zo
hoog mogelijke ruimtelijke resolutie in een NMRi experiment niet alleen vaak onnodig, maar
introduceert ook eenextra signaalafname.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 7.
Capillaire elektrochromatografie is superieur aan drukgedreven capillaire chromatografie voor het
scheiden van complexe mengsels, zeker indien de zeta-potentiaal van de capillairwand is
afgestemdop dievan het kolommateriaal.
Als de drugsbestrijding in Nederland onder de vlag van de binnenlandse veiligheidsdienst zou
opereren,zou zij daadkrachtiger op kunnentreden.
Veel oudere werknemers verdienen meer dan dat zij op grand van prestatie en behoefte van de
arbeidsmarkt behoren tekrijgen.
Om de belangen van de consument te beschermen, zou de Nederlandse staat als aanbieder op
moeten kunnen treden van primaire, utilitaire levensbehoeften, waaronder energie, water en
telecommunicatie.
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Introduction

General introduction
Water is the only substance on planet earth that occurs naturally in all three
physical states: solid, liquid and gas.The liquid state of water isthe most common
andmostimportantfluidintheworld. Everyorganism needswatertolive,andevery
organism contains at least some water. In plants for example water is used as the
major cell content and serves as a solvent for biologically relevant solutes, it
transports these solutes from rootstoshoot orvice versa, it isthe medium inwhich
many biological reactions take place, it is a hydrogen donor in the carbon
assimilation, et cetera. Water molecules are always in motion:continuous tumbles
and collisions with each other cause the 'random walk' or self-diffusion of water.
Although all individual molecules move, invisible for the human eye, the larger
ensemble ofmolecules can bestationary orflowingfromone regiontoanother. The
centraltheme ofthis Thesis isthe movement ofwaterwithin acertain time window,
either bydiffusion or byflow as measured by nuclear magnetic resonance imaging
(NMRior MRI). The ultimate strength of NMRi isthe fact that it is non-invasive and
therefore particularly useful for in vivo studies of the water status and/or water
motioninbiologicalobjects.

In this Thesis the emphasis of the NMRi applications will be on plants. Recently,
many papers have been published about the mechanisms of long-distance water
transport inplants {1-5)after the introduction ofthexylem pressure probe andcryoscanning electron microscopy in plant physiology. The century-old CohesionTension theory (6), which predicts large negative pressures in continuous water
channels (long xylem vessels in the plant stem), has been questioned, but no
satisfying alternative has been presented yet. In this debate another issue is not
understood. Under extreme conditions (e.g. high transpiration of water from the
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leaves andreducedwater uptake bythe roots,sub-zerotemperatures oftrunks)the
continuous water column in a xylem vessel disrupts and the vessel fills with water
vapor and air, blocking further water transport. Plants can refill these 'embolisms'
(7-9) and new techniques and studies are required (9,70) to unravel the
mechanisms controlling this refilling. In this Thesis it is shown that NMRi is a key
tool inwater transport and xylem refilling studies, creating the possibility to localize
water flow non-invasively in intact plants,at the vascular tissue level or even at the
individualvessellevel.

Water inmotionandNMR

In an NMR experiment two pulsed magnetic field gradients (PFGs) temporarily
change the resonance frequency of the observed protons and thereby affect the
amplitude and phase of the complex NMR signal (a short introduction in the
principles of NMR can befound in Chapter 4 of this thesis, athorough background
can befound inreferences 11and 12). Self-diffusion of protons between two PFGs
results inanattenuationoftheamplitudeofthe NMRsignal,asStejskal andTanner
reported in 1965 (13). If, in addition to self-diffusion (which is always present), the
observed protons move uni-directionally in the direction of the PFGs, the phase of
the NMR signalwill shift asa result ofthetwo PFGs (Fig. 1.1). Ifthe amplitude gof
thetwo PFGsisstepped,the NMRsignal ismodulated asafunction ofthesesteps.
A Fourier Transformation of the modulated signal returns the distribution of
displacements of the observed protons within A, also called a propagator (14). In
Chapter 2 of this Thesis the signal modulation and propagator representation is
described in more detail.A propagator can be obtained for every pixel of an NMR
image (15) and can have many different shapes, depending on the amount of
flowing protons and the size and nature of the displacements of the protons in the
pixelconcerned.
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Figure 1.1: The modulation of the NMR signal by two pulsed field gradients with amplitude g,
duration 8 and spacing A. The two top lines represent the basic pulse sequence. The arrows in the
circles in the bottom two lines schematically represent the complex signal of diffusing and flowing
water during the different manipulations of the radiofrequency and gradient pulses. After signal
excitation the signal resides along the real axis, where it gets dephased with the first PFG.With the
180° pulse all magnetization is inverted and with the second PFG the signal is rephased again.
Protons that move along the PFG direction within A do not rephase exactly. If this movement is
random (self-diffusion) the amplitude ofthe signal isattenuated. If, inadditionto diffusion,the protons
also move uni-directionallyalongthe PFGdirection (flow)the phase ofthe signal isalsoshifted.

NMR imaging ofplants
NMR imaging of plants demands a special approach, as distinguished from other
biological objects. Generally, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an NMR experiment
depends on S07/4 (withB0 being the magnetic field strength) (16).This isthe reason
why many groups performing NMR microscopy movetowards higher magnetic field
strengths in a quest for a high spatial resolution of the image. Apart from the
questionwhether this pursuit ofthe highest possible resolution ismeaningful,plants
imposeaspecific problem inhighmagneticfields.Plantsorplanttissues often have
many intercellular spaces filledwithair. Sinceairandwater havedifferent magnetic
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susceptibilities, the density of magnetic field lines in air is different from the one in
water, producing magnetic field inhomogeneities around every air-water interface;
thehigherthe magneticfieldstrength,thestrongerthefield inhomogeneities.
The numerous local magnetic field inhomogeneities in many plant tissues can
cause several image artifacts (17). The NMR signal after excitation is dephased
rapidly because ofthe magneticfield inhomogeneities butcan be refocusedwithan
inversion pulse (180°pulse in Fig.1.1) ina spin echo.After the first 180°pulse and
spin echo, a series or train of 180° pulses can refocus the signal over and over
again. The amplitudes of the multiple spin echoes decay with a characteristic time
constant: the spin-spin relaxation time T2. However, displacements of protons (due
to self-diffusion) in the susceptibility-related field inhomogeneities can cause extra
signal amplitude attenuation (as in the previous section: proton movements
combined with magnetic field gradients attenuate the NMR signal). If the field
inhomogeneities are large (at high B0) the extra signal attenuation can also be
dramatic and even the first spin echo image may already suffer from severe signal
loss (18). Quantitative imaging of proton density and T2 by fitting an exponential
decay curve to the signal decay in the echo train now leads to erroneous T2 and
protondensity images (18).Other imaging procedures inwhichthe amplitude ofthe
first echo image ismodulated withe.g. PFGsalso incorporate thesignal losses due
tothefield inhomogeneities.

At lower magnetic field strength (0.47 and 0.7 T for all studies in this Thesis) the
local magnetic field inhomogeneities are smaller. With large imaging gradients
(compared to the field inhomogeneities), by using large spectral widths (-50 kHz),
and short echotimes the susceptibility problems can beovercome (18, 19)andthe
NMR signal can be recalled in as many as 1000 echoes (20).The disadvantage of
a low magnetic field isof course the intrinsic low SNR. Much effort has to be put in
obtaining a sufficiently high SNR by recording multiple spin echoes instead of a
single echo, by signal averaging and by using a high filling factor of the radiofrequency coil.
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OutlineofthisThesis

Chapter 2 of this Thesis describes an NMR pulse sequence that combines fast
NMR imaging with quantitative displacement studies using PFGs (the Pulsed Field
Gradient Turbo Spin Echo sequence).After adetailed description of dynamic NMR
microscopy (15),inwhichthe NMRsignal ismodulated in both 'k-space' (for spatial
localization) and 'q-space' (for displacement encoding), the combination with turbo
spin echo (TSE) imaging is introduced. An elaborate description of the pulse
sequence andofthe processingoftheforthcoming data isfollowed byseveral tests
ofthesequencewithtwoartificial samples andatomato plant.

In Chapter 3 of the Thesis a stimulated echo (STE) variant to the PFG TSE
sequence in Chapter 2 is presented. The decay of the NMR signal in the labeling
time between the PFGs in a spin echo sequence is controlled by T2. Proton
displacements, originating from self-diffusion can only be distinguished from
displacements originating from extremely slow flow (below -0.3 mm/s) by using
long labeling times. Long labeling times are also required to study effects of
obstructions of the free diffusional pathway (restricted diffusion) of protons. If the
observed protons have a short T2, relative to the required labeling time, the NMRsignal has vanished by the time the second PFG is applied. In these cases, it is
advantageous to use a STE sequence instead of a spin echo pulse sequence,
because the NMR-signal isthen stored alongthe z-axis during most of the labeling
time, where its decay is controlled by T1, and not by T2. Since T1 is (often
substantially) longer than T2the signal amplitude of a stimulated echo at a certain
time can be significantly larger than the amplitude of a spin echo at that time,
despite the inherent loss of half the signal ina STE sequence. The combination of
a stimulated echo with PFG TSE in Chapter 3 is applied to extremely slow flowing
water ina phantom,diffusion inamaizeplantasafunctionoflabelingtimeandflow
localization inatomato pedicel. Inthe addendumto Chapter 3 a pulse sequence is
presented, inwhichthe echotrain after magnetization preparation withthe PFGs is
not used to fasten imaging time, but to record an echo decay for every pixel and
every PFGstep.
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Chapter 4 deals with the analysis of the propagators, measured with the two pulse
sequences. A propagator often represents both flowing and stationary water. If the
(symmetrical) stationary part of the propagator is subtracted from the total
propagator,theflowing part remains andcan bequantified.Theflow characteristics
can be calculated by relating intensities of the flowing part of the propagator to the
total intensity of pixel-propagators of water in a reference tube (100% water
calibration). For a stem segment of a chrysanthemum flower the total volume flow,
calculated from NMR experiments, is compared to the water uptake of that stem
segment, simultaneously measuredwithaprecision balance.
Chapter 5focuses on functional imaging of plants by a combination of imaging T2,
amplitude (or proton/water density) andflow characteristics inan extensive study of
an intact cucumber plant. A high imaging resolution can be used to discriminate
between different tissues on the basis of T2, water density or flow characteristics;
the signal of the pixels in the different tissues can then be added (to increase the
SNR) and analyzed for a second time. Inthis way bi-exponentialdecay curves can
beobserved indifferent tissues of atransverse image of the stem of the cucumber
plant,andflowcharacteristics ofdifferent vascular bundlescanbestudied intime.
In Chapter 6 the possibility of studying transients in flow characteristics in the
cucumber plant is applied to a specific phenomenon of the plant, related to water
transport. Ifthe roots of a cucumber plant are cooled,water uptake bythe roots is
severely inhibited: in a short time the plant loses more water than it takes up and
wilts.After rewarmingthe rootsto the original temperature,the plant recovers from
its water loss within hours leaving novisual trace of the cooling event. Imaging the
flow characteristics for every pixel in the stem of a cucumber plant revealed
interesting transients in the xylem of the plant during and after the environmental
changes,whichraises newissues inthecontinuous debate aboutwatertransport in
plants.
Inthe final Chapter a strategy is discussed of imaging plants at low magnetic field
strength and the optimal use of the two pulse sequences and the analysis of the
propagators. Difficulties with a large spectrum of displacements within the labeling
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time (from diffusion to high flow velocities) are addressed, together with the
question ifahighspatial resolution isalwaysdesirable.
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Microscopicdisplacement imagingwithpulsedfield
gradientturbospinechoNMR

T.W.J.Scheenen,D.vanDusschoten,P.A.deJagerandH.VanAs

We present a pulse sequence that enables the accurate and spatially resolved
measurements of the displacements of spins in a variety of (biological) systems.
The pulse sequence combines Pulsed Field Gradient (PFG) NMR with Turbo Spin
Echo (TSE)imaging.It isshown herethat byensuringthatthe phase ofthe echoes
within a normal spin echo train is constant, displacement propagators can be
generated on a pixel by pixel basis. These propagators accurately describe the
distribution of displacements, while imaging time is decreased by using separate
phase encoding for every echo in a TSE train. Measurements at 0.47 T on two
phantoms and the stem of an intact tomato plant demonstrate the capability of the
sequence to measure complete and accurate propagators, encoded with 16 PFGsteps,for each pixel ina 128x 128 image (resolution 117x 117 x 3000 urn)within
17 minutes. Dynamic displacement studies on a physiologically relevant timeresolutionfor plantsare nowwithinreach.

AlsopublishedinJournalofMagnetic Resonance 142:207-215(2000)
PartsofthisworkhavebeenpresentedattheFourthInternationalConferenceonMagneticResonance
MicroscopyandMacroscopyinAlbuquerque,NewMexico,USAonSept.20-24,1997 (1).
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Introduction
Diffusion and transport processes of water in objects like tissues, soils, model
systems, plants,food, separation columns, bioreactors, biofilms,etc. are of interest
for researchers in many different fields. Some problems can arise when complex
porous systems like vegetable or animal tissues are monitored:the water status of
the studied system can change fast; water flow profiles and diffusional properties
(e.g. restrictions) are generally unknown. Dynamic NMR-microscopy (2) provided
the meanstostudythedistribution ofwaterdisplacements microscopically and noninvasive^ in a wide variety of systems. This method combines NMR imaging with
quantitativedisplacement studies using Pulsed Field Gradients (PFGs).
Sincethewater status ofaplantcanchangewithin half an hour, dynamicstudiesof
that status should be at a physiologically relevant time-scale of less than twenty
minutes. Because the flow profile and diffusive behavior of the plant tissue are not
known a complete distribution of displacements within a certain time has to be
constructed for every pixel of an image and the SNR of the properties of interest
must besufficiently highto produce resultswith acceptable accuracy. The standard
dynamic NMR-experiment, in which an image with n x n picture elements is
recorded, combined with mgradient steps to encode for displacement takes nxm
acquisitions to complete. Consequently, the total acquisition time may exceed
several hours (3, 4), and changes within the measurement time will be averaged
out over the experiment. Therefore, afaster way of performing the dynamic NMRexperiment isneeded inplants.
The time resolution of a PFG NMR imaging experiment can be increased by
reducingthe numberof phaseandflowencodingsteps (5,6).Reducingthe number
of phase encoding steps directly reduces the spatial resolution in one direction of
the images, which is not desirable in plants where the small tissue dimensions
requireanin-plane resolution intheorderof 100x 100urn. Rokitta efa/,assumeda
certain flow-profile for the observed spins and fitted the signal, attenuated by a
reduced number of flow encoding steps, to a model function. Another approach to
decrease measurement time isthe useof anechotrain. Echo Planar Imaging (EPI,
(7, 8)) is not applicable in plants, because intercellular spaces in plant tissues
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cause magnetic field gradients in the sample and shorten the T2* drastically (e.g.
<40ms). Ina 180° pulsetrainwith normalspin-echoes thesignal decays under the
influence of the longer T2. The multiple spin-echoes can be used to step rapidly
through k-space by phase-encoding the echoes separately (Turbo Spin Echo, TSE
or RARE,(9)).TSE isused herewiththe newfeaturethat allechoes inthetraincan
be acquired with constant and coherent amplitude and phase, which is a
prerequisite for combining dynamic NMR-microscopy with TSE. Thus not only the
signal amplitude attenuation can be measured as a function of the PFGs (10) but
alsothe phase-development, containingflowinformation.

Theory
The displacement of an ensemble of spins in a magnetic field can directly be
measured bythe use oftwogradient pulses gof duration 8and spacing A(seeFig.
2.1). A uniform displacement R of the spins results in a phase shift § of the NMR
signal:
* =ji%.R

[2.1]

inwhichyisthegyromagnetic ratioofthespinsobserved. Ifthedisplacement of the
spins within the observation time A is not uniform but completely random, e.g.
diffusion in a non-flowing liquid with a self-diffusion constant D, there will be no
phase shift but only an attenuation of the NMR-signal amplitude S(g) vs. g
normalizedtothesignalamplitude S(0)atg=0 (11):

S{g)/S(0)=exp(-fg2S2D{A - S/3))

[2.2].

Ifthedisplacement-behavior oftheensembleofspins underobservation isknowna
priori,e.g.for pure uniform diffusion orplugflow,anexperiment withtwog-values(g
= 0 and g= x) would be enough to determine the flow velocity and the diffusion
constant ofthe spins.Quantification problems emerge if the displacement-behavior
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of individual spins intheensemble isnot known.Experimentswithtwo g-valuescan
onlyresult inoneweighted meanflowvelocityordiffusion coefficient(12-17).
As soon as a biological system is studied, multiple spin ensembles that differ in
diffusion constants andflow-velocities contribute tothe NMR-signal in both spatially
unresolved measurements and even in individual pixels of a high-resolution image.
Tocorrectlyquantify theunknown displacement-behavior oftheobserved ensemble
of spins one has to measure the NMR-signal S(g) as a function of g (18). In that
case the NMR-signal is a superposition of phase terms e\p(iySg•(r'-r)) derived
from Eq. [2.1] weighted with the spin density p(r) at a position r multiplied by the
probability P(r|r',A) that aspin movesfrom position r toposition r' intimeA:

S{g)=jp(r)jP(r |r',A)exP0y<%•(r'-r))dr'dr

[2.3].

By defining a reciprocal space q=ydg/lK and a dynamic displacement R=r'-r,
independentfromthe initialspin position anddensity, Eq.[2.3]canberewrittenas:

S(q) =J>(R,A)exp(/2;rq.RyR
F(R,A)=js(q)exp(-i2wq•R)dq

[2.4a]
[2.4b].

This demonstrates the Fourier relationship between S(q) and F(R,A). So by
monitoring S(q), the NMR-signal as a function of q, a Fourier Transform of S(q)
results in the averaged probability distribution of displacements of all spins
observed:theaveraged propagator, P(R,A).

The mean square displacement a2 due to (unrestricted) diffusion is proportional to
the corrected observation time (A-5/3) and results in a Gaussian propagator
positioned atthemeandisplacement/? oftheobservedwater molecules:
(

P(R) =Aexp
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r

\2

/'

[2.5].
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For stationary water the mean displacement is zero resulting in a Gaussian
distribution of P(R) with amplitude A and center positionp = 0. The mean square
displacement a2 can be used to calculate the diffusion coefficient of the water
through:

a2=2D(A-%)

[2.6].

The probability distribution function for water flowing laminarlythrough atube isthe
unitstepfunction:

P(R) =C

forO<R<R max

P(R)=0

forR<0and R>Rmax

[2.7]

where Cis a constant and Rmax is the maximum displacement of the water in the
tube within A. Since flowing water also exhibits diffusion the unit step function is
broadened and the borders at R = 0 and R = Rmax appear as half Gaussians
insteadofsharpedgesofthe propagator.
When q-space imaging iscombined with normal NMR imaging one can perform socalled dynamic microscopy experiments, a term which was first named by
Callaghan (2). In conventional imaging the signal in time t evolves under the
influence of a gradient G encoding for position (in two dimensions). Diffusion and
flow in the direction of the imaging gradients might introduce extra signal
attenuation, if the imaging gradients are of significant size compared to the PFGs.
However,thisextra signalattenuation,ifany,will notvaryasafunction ofthe PFGs
butwill be equalfor every step inq-space. Therefore the imaging gradients will not
effect the shape of the propagator. So incorporating the well-known k-space
descriptionfor imaging

5(k)= Jp(r)exp(-/2flk•r)dr

[2.8]

with k=y<5G/2;nnEq.[2.4]thetotalsignalasafunction ofk- andq-space is
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S(k,q)= jp(r)exp(i2^»r)jP(R,A)exp(i2mi»R)dRdr

[2.9].

The result of such a microscopic displacement measurement is a series of
conventional images, obtained after a two dimensional Fourier Transform with
respect to k, which contains the propagator of the spins after Fourier Transform
withrespecttoqinthethirddimension.

Materials and Methods
Thepulsesequence
Figure 2.1 shows an outline of the Pulsed Field Gradient Turbo Spin Echo (PFG
TSE) pulse sequence. This sequence is a combination of two techniques: the
Pulsed Field Gradient Carr Purcell (PFG CP) sequence (19) and the Turbo Spin
Echo technique, also known as RARE (9),originating from the idea to use multiple
echoes to phase-encode the NMR-signal (7). The improvement of this sequence
compared to previous reports on PFG TSE (10) involves the ability to maintain a
constant amplitude and phase throughout the echo train. This is the property that
enables the combination of encoding for flow with PFGs and decreasing the
acquisition time with the TSEtechnique. Below a short description of the sequence
follows.
In the first part of the sequence a selective 90° pulse induces magnetization
perpendicular to the static magnetic field in a selected slice. This magnetization is
encoded for displacement by two ramped PFGs in the slice direction. The
amplitude ofgisvariedfrom -g max via zeroto+gmax-iin msteps. Incalculating the
effective duration 8of a PFG, one ramp is included.A Can be varied by changing
thefirst echotimeU1and additional 180° pulses withvariable spacing tau (20)can
be inserted between the two PFGs.The signal is not stored alongthe z-axis during
A-8 as ina Stimulated Echo (STE) sequence (21,22),but remains inthe xy-plane.
In the xy-plane the additional 180° pulses are used to overcome susceptibility
problems by refocusing the signal.The XY-8 phase scheme (xyxyyxyx)n is used to
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avoidlosingthe phasedispersion imposed bythefirst PFG inthetime betweenthe
two PFGsdueto r.f. pulse imperfections (19, 20).
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Figure 2 . 1 : The Pulsed Field Gradient Turbo Spin Echo pulse sequence. All directions show a pair
of crusher gradients around the first (train of) 180° pulse(s). In the direction of the displacement
encoding PFGs (the slice direction) thecrushers are negligible compared to the PFGs.

Inthesecond partofthesequence the displacement encoded complex NMR-signal
is phase-sensitively recorded in a train of spin-echoes. The cumulative error of
imperfect 180° pulses is now overcome by using an MLEV-4 (x -x -x x)n phase
pattern in the pulse train, which performed best with the used instrumental set-up
(23). The use of spin-echoes compared to gradient-echoes has the advantage that
thedecay insignalamplitude ofthe echoes inthetrain isgoverned byT2instead of
T2*,which isthe case in an EPI-experiment (12, 15).This advantage turns into an
absolute necessity if samples with very short T2*s are studied. The susceptibility
problems in plants can only be overcome by using a spin-echo train. The
combination of short hard 180° pulses (24 u\s)and strong,fast switching gradients
(100 [is ramps) enables short echo times (4.60 ms) at a spectral width of 50 kHz
and 128sample points.The receiver acquires data with a high duty cycle (2.56 ms
acquisition in every 4.60 ms echo). The signal attenuation due to the short T2* is
negligible comparedtothecontrolled signal attenuation resultingfromthe high read
out gradientto ensurethat the observed resolution of the image isthe same asthe
calculated resolution (24,25).
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The number of echoes in the r.f. pulse train used for phase encoding the NMRsignal (the turbo-factor tf) is variable and is determined largely by the T2 of the
sample. Figure 2.2 shows the k-space raster for an experiment in which 8 scans
with 32 echoes form two images.The center of k-space, around ky=0, is sampled
with the first two echoes of the 8 scans. All subsequent echoes are placed
symmetrically around ky=0.Thisway,the T2relaxation inthe echotrain leads toa
stepped decrease of the signal amplitude in k-space from ky= 0 to the borders of
ky. The choice in the number of echoes is a compromise between measurement
time and resolution. If too many echoes are used, the signal of those pixels with
short T2S decays too much resulting in a heavy filtering in the ky-direction: the
intensity of the pixel containing water with the short T2s is distributed over
neighboring pixels inthe phaseencodingdirection. Different trajectories throughthe
ky-direction should minimize this artificial spreading (26). Furthermore, to reduce
unwanted recombinationofphaseencodinggradientseveryecho isphase encoded
differently from its neighboring echoes. This is possible by rewinding the phase
gradientaftereachecho(27).
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Figure 2.2: The k-space raster for a 128 x 128 image obtained in 8 scans. The first echoes of the
eight scans form the center of k-space for the odd echoes image (a),the second echoes of the eight
scans form the center of k-space for the even echoes image (b). The third and all other odd echoes
are placed symmetrical around the center of the k-space raster for the odd echo image,just like the
fourth and further even echoes are placed symmetrical around the center of the k-space raster for
theeven echo image.
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It should be noted that the phase of the odd and even echoes is not exactly the
same but remains constant for both types of echoes throughout the echo train.
Therefore the odd and even echoes are separately phase-encoded to form two
completely separate images (see k-space trajectory in Fig. 2.2). Using e.g. a tf of
32 meansthatfor images of n2pixels2n/tf scans are acquired inwhich 16odd and
16evenechoes areusedfor phaseencodingthesignal,resulting intwon2complex
images: one from the even and one from the odd echoes. After phase correction,
thetwocomplex images aresummedto increasetheSNR.

Inthefirst and second part ofthe sequence hard 180° pulses are used,since they
are short. Residual magnetization of the hard pulses inthe xy plane is suppressed
with gradients: crusher pairs are applied in three directions. In the direction of the
displacement encoding PFGs the crushers are of negligible size compared to the
PFGs. The dephasing read out gradient is applied before the first 180° pulse, so
refocusing of initial magnetization of the soft 90° pulse will not occur at the same
time asany residual magnetization from the hard pulses inthe read outdirection.A
disadvantage of using hard 180° pulses instead of soft pulses in combination with
slice gradients is that the time between scans cannot be used to measure a
different slice, because the whole sample is excited with the pulses. A multislice
experiment is still possible but requires different measurement conditions (longer
echotimesor largerspectralwidth) asasinglesliceexperiment(28).

If averaging is necessary to increase the SNR of the images DC artifacts are
subtracted by taking an even number of averages in which the phase of the soft
90° pulse is shifted by n for every scan. If averaging is not performed a DCcorrection is made bysubtractingthe mean levelwhere nosignals are present from
theechoes.
Measurementobjectsandspectrometer
Three objects were used to test and illustrate the possibilities of the pulse
sequence: two phantoms and a tomato plant. The first phantom consisted of six
small test tubes filled with water, doped with different concentrations of MnCI2 to
vary the T2. This was done in order to study the effect of the different T2Son the
quality of the TSE images and the effect on the single pixel propagators. The
17
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second phantom, used to evaluate the accuracy of measuring flow with the PFG
TSE imaging sequence, was a test tube (i.d. 3.0 cm) filled with doped water (tap
water with CUSO4). Inside the test tube with stationary water was a second,empty
test tube and a third, flexible, looped tube with water passing through the r.f. coil
two times: flowing up and down. The flow rate through the flexible tube was
controlled with a Waters 4000 HPLC pump (Waters Corporation, Milford,
Massachusetts, USA). The final object was a 60-cm tall, ten weeks old, tomato
plant. The plant, including pot, was put in the instrumental set-up (light intensity
approx. 150 Lux, relative humidity 65%and air temperature 26°C) two days before
measurements andwasfloweringduringthe measurement.
The spectrometer was an SMIS console (SMIS Ltd., Guildford, Surrey, UK),
operating at 20.35 MHz, equipped with an electromagnet (Bruker, Karlsruhe,
Germany), which generates the 0.47 T field over a 14 cm air gap and is stabilized
bythe use of an external 19F lock unit (SMIS).The phantoms and the tomato plant
were measured inacustom-engineered gradient and r.f. probe (DotyScientific Inc.,
Columbia, South Carolina, USA) with a 45 mm (i.d.) cylindrical central bore,
accessible from both ends. The 48 mm solenoid r.f. coil is surrounded by a set of
actively shielded gradients (maximum strengths are0.60,0.51 and 0.60 T/mfor the
x, y and z-direction, respectively). For the measurements on the tomato plant the
probe's r.f. coil was detuned and an extra solenoid r.f. coil with an i.d. of 15 mm,
directly wrapped around the plant stem,was inserted inthe 45 mm bore gap of the
gradient probe,increasingtheSNR byafactor ofapprox.48/15=3(29).

Signalprocessing
A dataset of m images with n2 pixels obtained with the PFG TSE pulse sequence
contains three dimensions of complex data. The first dimension contains nsample
points in which one echo is read out. The second dimension is composed of a
number of views (2n/tf) and echoes (tf), which are necessary to form the total of n
phase encoding stepsfortwo images.Thethird dimension holds the mPFGsteps.
The primarydata handling involves reshufflingthe different viewsandechoes inton
phase encoding steps for two images in the correct order with respect to ky.The
complex k-space data is Fourier Transformed and here the main reason for
obtaining two complete complex images emerges: the image constructed from the
18
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odd echoes is shifted slightly inthe phase encoding direction (less then one pixel)
with respect to the image of the even echoes. A first order phase correction in the
phase encoding direction before the Fourier Transform minimizes the difference in
position ofthesample inthetwoimages.
Subsequently, zero and first order phase corrections of the even and odd echo
images at g = 0 are performed in both image directions and used to correct the
displacementencoded images. Furthermore,alinear phaseshift ofthetotal images
with respect to g is caused by a PFG-dependent B0field shift and is corrected by
zeroing the phase of stationary water either in a reference tube or in the studied
object. Finally, the PFG-direction or q-space data is zerofilled once and Fourier
Transformed to form a complex propagator for every pixel in the even and odd
images. The propagators of the odd images are mirrored and shifted by one point
to enable the addition ofthe odd and even images to one final image set (so-called
propagator images).The real part of this set contains the propagators whereas the
imaginary part only contains noise. The width of the displacement axis of the
propagator is determined by \jygs,ep8.In the 3D FT no filtering is applied.All data
handling isperformed in IDL(RSI,Boulder, Colorado,USA).

Results
Thephantoms
The T2values of the sixtest tubes inthe first phantom varied over a range of three
decades.To measure theseT2swe used a multi-echo experiment withatrainof48
echoes (echotime n*4.6 ms)to obtain aseries of images with decreasing intensity.
For every pixel in the images the real part of the complex signal attenuation (after
phase correction) in the echo train was fitted to a mono-exponential decay to
calculate values for T2 and the initial signal amplitude (23). Table 2.1 contains the
calculated values of mean T2 and initial signal amplitude and standard deviations
for every tube: T2 values range from 5.4 msec to 1.5 sec. The mean signal
amplitude for everytubewascalculated from onlythose pixels (around45for every
tube) that were completely filled with water: we did not use pixels near edges to
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exclude partial volume effects. Since partial volume effects do not significantly
influence signal attenuation we did use partially filled pixels to calculate T2 values;
for the mean T2 values around 80 pixels were used for calculations. In the
calculated meanamplitudestheamplitudes oftubes IIuptoVIarecomparable.

T a b l e 2 . 1 : Meanvalues andstandarddeviations (SD)of thefollowing calculated parameters for the
six different tubes inthefirst phantom:theT2,the signal amplitude atthe moment of excitation (amp),
theself-diffusion constant inthe propagator (D,) andthe self-diffusion constant inthe Stejskal-Tanner
plot (D2).
tube

[MnCIJ

T2

SD

Amp

SD

D1

SD

D2

SD

mmol/l

ms

ms

a.u.

a.u.

1ffW/s

1ffW/s

KTW/s

W9m2/s

I

0.0

1.5 x10 3

4.5 x 1 0 3

10.2

0.6

2.20

0.16

2.20

0.19

II

0.2

118

3

25.8

1.1

2.19

0.13

2.24

0.13

III

0.4

59.8

2.1

26.1

1.1

2.18

0.18

2.27

0.17

IV

0.8

29.2

1.3

24.6

1.4

2.23

0.13

2.37

0.22

V

2.5

8.3

1.7

22.7

1.8

2.18

0.16

2.30

0.30

VI

5.0

5.4

0.5

23.8

3.4

2.08

0.29

1.97

0.40

Only tube Ishows a lower amplitude, because of partial saturation: the low signal
intensity and the long T2 (and therefore long T1) compared to tr result in an
inaccurate estimation ofT2and an underestimated calculated amplitude (seeTable
2.1).
Figure2.3a showsan imageofthesame sixtubesfilledwithdopedwater, acquired
withthe PFG-TSE sequence at g=0.Althoughthefirst echo inthe experiment isat
13.0msafter excitation,onecanstillobservetubeVIwithaT2 of5.4 ms.The effect
of smearing of these short T2s in the vertical, phase encoding direction of the
images isclear intube VandVI and some vertical ghosting is present around tube
IV and V (maximum intensity around 7% of maximum intensity in the tube).
Subsequently, we obtained propagator images for the six tubes phantom and
subjected all propagators to a non-linear least-squares fit to a Gaussian function
(Eq. [2.5]) using the Levenberg-Marquardt method (30). To calculate the diffusion
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constant Dfrom crwe used Eq.[2.6]. These results are presented in Fig.2.3b.The
data from the PFG-TSE experiment was also analyzed in the same manner as
proposed by Stejskal and Tanner (Eq. [2.2], {11)):a weighted least-squares linear
fit of ln(s(g)/S(o))to y1g2S2(A-S/3) for every pixel resulted in aD map.The mean
D and its standard deviation (SD) for each tube in the images is summarized in
Table 2.1.We take 2.20 x 10~9 m2/sto be the self-diffusion constant D for free
water.

Figure 2.3: Images of six tubeswith dopedwater, (a)The real partof the complex signal atg=0of
a PFG-TSE experiment, (b) D for every pixel,calculated through Eq. [2.5], with a derived from the fit
to the propagator. Parameters: Imagesize 128x 128 pixels,field of view (FOV) 55 mm,t«,113.0 ms,
U24.6 ms, A6.26 ms, 83.5 ms,tr 480 ms, slice thickness 3 mm, 16 PFG steps, PFGma)( 0.457 T/m,
tf 16,measurement time 4 min23s,T 24°C.

Propagator images of the second phantom (Fig.2.4a) were fitted to Eq. [2.5]. The
propagators of three pixels (solid lines),one pixelwithstationary water, one pixel in
the middle ofthe tube withwater flowing upand one pixel inthe middle of the tube
with water flowing down,with their fits (dashed lines) to the Gaussian function are
displayed in Fig.2.4b. Since displacement caused by coherent flow is proportional
to A, the position p of the fit to the Gaussian function corresponds to the mean
displacement of the water inthe observed pixel within A. Figure 2.4c displaysp for
every individual pixel ofthe slicethrough the phantom.The maximum displacement
ofthe waterflowing upand downthrough the slicewas measured at 60.8 and 58.9
urnwithin A,respectively. These values correspond to linear flow velocities of 4.76
and 4.62 mm/s.The forced water volume flow of the pump was set to 16.7 mm3/s,
which, assuming a laminar, parabolic flow profile exists within the tube (i.d. 3.0
mm), results inamaximum linearvelocity of4.72 mm/s.
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Figure 2.4: Summary of data of the phantom with stationary andflowing water, (a)An image at g=
0, perpendicular to the axes of the tubes, (b) The propagators of three individual pixels (solid lines)
and their fits to the Gaussian function (dashed line). One pixel contains stationary water, one pixel
with maximum flow up and one with maximum flow down through the slice, (c) Mesh plot of the
spatial distribution of displacements. The countercurrent flow of water results in two anti-symmetrical
parabolic profiles inthe tube with flowing water. Parameters: FOV40 mm,t«,120.2 ms, te24.8 ms,A
12.76 ms, 8 4.5 ms, tr 1700 ms, slice thickness 3 mm, 32 PFG steps, PFGmax 0.385 T/m, tf 32,
measurement time 16min30s,T24°C, volumeflow 1.00 ml/min.

Additionally Eq. [2.1]predictsa linear relation betweenthe phaseofthe NMR-signal
and the displacement of the spins in time A. When the phase of the signal of the
center of the tubes was fitted to Eq.[2.1] we found a maximum linear velocity of
4.81 mm/s (flowing up) and4.52 mm/s (flowing down).The correct value should be
4.72 mm/s,asreported earlier.
TheTomato Plant
The most demanding object in terms of time resolution and spatial resolution, but
also the most interesting object interms of dynamics presented here isthe stem of
a tomato plant. Figures 2.5a and 2.5b show single parameter images of the
amplitude andT2ofthe stem ofthe tomato plant, acquired inthe same manner as
described for the first phantom. The TSE image at g=0is shown in Fig.2.5c. One
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can observe that the stem mainly consists of spongy parenchyma with large cells,
which results inhighvaluesforT2. Inthe center ofthestemacavity isvisible where
no signal isdetected.The outer rings ofthe stem,from the ringwith lower intensity
near the middle and three broadened regions visible in the amplitude image, up to
thesurface ofthe stem contain transport vesselswith supporting tissues andfibers.
T2 values in the outer rings show more diversity because of the different cell
structures and sizes (37), which occur there.The dot on the lower right side of the
images isa referencetubewithdopedwater. The reference tube axis is notexactly
perpendicular tothe image planesoits imageissomewhatelliptical.

The pixel size ofthis image-set containingthe single pixel propagators is 117x 117
x 3000 \im. From microscopic studies we know that the internal diameters of the
xylem vessels in the stem range from approximately 10to 160 |im (32). Distances
between individualxylemvessels are inthesameorderof magnitude.

2500

Oum

0

750

11.4 urn

22.8 |im

34.2nm

Figure 2.5: Images of a transverse slice through the stem of the tomato plant, (a) A calculated
amplitude image, (b) A calculated T2 image, (c) A TSE image at g = 0 of the real signal amplitude
after phase-correction, (d) Images ofthe real signal amplitude at calculated displacements of 0, 11.4,
22.8, 34.2 and 45.6 urn.The shown signal intensities are in arbitrary units. Parameters a+b: FOV 14
mm, te18.6 ms,t.,25.2 ms, tr 1500 ms, slice thickness 3 mm, acquisition time 32 min,T 26°C. Extra
parameters c+d: FOV 15 mm, U 17.2 ms, A 9.56 ms, 84.5 ms, tr 800 ms, 16 PFG steps, PFGmax
0.457 T/m,tf 32, measurement time 17min8s.
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Since mostxylem vessel radii are smaller than the pixel sizethere will probably be
no pixels in the images that contain only flowing water. Using the information
contained in the propagator images,,images can be constructed representing the
propagator intensityfor a certain displacement. A series of such images (Fig.2.5d)
gives anoverview ofthewater displacement inthe slice. Inthisway one can detect
three areas with pixels with low amplitudes at 0 urn displacement but high intensity
at larger displacement. The pixels in these areas resemble volume-elements in
which water is transported upwards inthe plant andthey coincide with the regions
withactivexylemvesselsofthetomato plant(32).

The propagator of one pixel in the active xylem area is displayed in Fig. 2.6,
together withthe propagator of a pixel inthe reference tube.The propagator of the
pixel in the xylem area shows displacements within Aup to 30 (j,m, which
corresponds to a flow velocity of 3.1 mm/s. The shape of the 'flowing' part of this
propagator is not simply a Gaussian broadened step function,which would be the
case for laminar flow in a single xylem vessel only (Eq. [2.7]). Apparently the
volume element corresponding to the pixel with the propagator shown in Fig. 2.6
contains more than one vessel with flowing water. It might hold a part of a second
vessel with flowing water that causes more signal than expected in the lower
displacements (10to20urn)ofthe propagator.

P(R,A)
(a.u.)

0

20

40

Displacement (nm)
Figure 2.6: Thepropagator ofapixelinthereferencetube(dashedline) andapixelinoneofthe
threeareasofthetomatoplantthatshowflow(solidline).
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Discussion and Conclusions
The amplitude images (Figs.2.3a, 2.4a and 2.5c) ofthe different objects show that
the TSE part of the sequence produces real images without unexpected artifacts.
This means that the amplitude and phase of the NMR-signal throughout the echo
train is constant which is a prerequisite for calculating real images and for
monitoringflow-induced phaseshiftswithintheechotrain.
The calculation of D of the stationary water inthe sixtubes ofthe first phantom by
thefit ofthe propagator to a Gaussian function resulted invalues around the value
of D for free water at 24°C (Table 2.1). The error in D, which is 8% or smaller for
tubes 1 to 5, remains well within a standard deviation (SD) of 10%. Since D is
proportionaltog2(Eq.[2.2])andthegradient noisecan beupto 3%,deviations inD
upto6%arethe resultofgradientnoise.
The calculation of D by the Stejskal Tanner (ST) analysis should result in
approximately the same values for D as obtained with the propagator analysis,
becausethesamedata isusedfor both calculations. Inthe measurements reported
here the ST analysis gives less accurate results. In the propagator analysis three
parameters are fitted to the data, which is one parameter more than in the ST
analysis.Thisthird parameterp,theposition ofthe Gaussian-shaped propagator, is
not always zero as can be seen in Fig. 2.4c. The ST analysis doesn't have a
parametertocorrectforthis errorwhich ofcourse isalso present inthedata before
the FT and this error results in a higher SD in D, despite the fact that introducing
extrafit parameters normally results inhigherSD's.

Fromthe results in Fig.2.3a one can see that the very short T2s cause a smearing
of the signal intensities in the vertical, phase encoding direction. The shape of the
propagator of that volume-element, however, remains the same as the propagator
originating from the pixels with a longerT2, though its total amplitude is smeared
overthe neighboring pixels.TubeVI ofthefirst phantom isan example of asample
with volume-elements with very short T2s (5.4 ms). The calculation of D by
propagator analysis isstill rather accurate,albeitwithahigher SD.In homogeneous
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samples, this poses no problem. Problems can emerge iftwo neighboring volumeelements both have a short T2 and a different displacement-behavior: in adjoining
pixels of a TSE-image the shape of the propagator is mainly defined by the
displacement-behavior of the corresponding volume-element, but in this special
case both pixelswillexperience substantial interferencefrom eachother. One might
consider lowering the spatial resolution to merge pixels with water with large and
small T2stogether. This could also be a strategy in quantifying the propagators of
all pixelsinaslicetocalculatethetotalvolumeflowthroughtheslice(33).
The second phantom shows that besides diffusion also flow information is well
preserved in the echo train. An unstable amplitude and phase in the echo train
wouldobscure anydisplacement correlated phaseshift, enforced bythe PFGs.The
measured maximumflowvelocities (4.62and4.76mm/s)areaccuratewithin2%,to
theactual maximumflowvelocities inthetube,asdrivenbythe pump (4.72mm/s).
The areas with water transport in the xylem of a tomato plant emerge after
constructing images at different positions on the displacement axis (Fig. 2.5d).
These three areas can also be recognized in the T2 image. In the T2 image (Fig.
2.5b)the areasshow ahighT2-variance,which maybe caused bylarge differences
inT2ofthewater inaxylemvessel andwater of supporting or accompanying cells.
One pixel can contain more vessels with varying diameters than another, resulting
indifferentT2s.
The shape of a propagator from a volume-element in the xylem area is not a
summation of a symmetrical Gaussian shaped peak at zero displacement and one
step function, broadened by diffusion. At the obtained resolution one pixel
represents one or more xylem vessels and/or a part of one or more xylem vessels
with accompanying tissue.This can result ina range of propagator shapes that are
not known in advance and thus obstructs the possibility to fit the propagator to a
model function for quantification. The possibility to obtain propagators with high
spatial resolution, acceptable accuracy and a realistic measurement time demands
the needforamodel-freequantification ofthe propagatorformalism(33).
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The pixel size and the amount of time spent on acquisition of the images of the
tomato plant were small enough to justifiably entitle the PFG TSE technique as a
fast microscopic displacement imaging technique. If averaging is not necessary,
and one would use 16 g steps, tr 1 s, tf 32 and image size 128 x 128, the
acquisition ofa complete setof propagator imageswouldtake 2 min. and 8sec.At
0.47 T an accurate map of water displacements in a tomato plant stem with a
resolutionof 117x 117x3000 urncouldbeobtained in 17min.and8sec.
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Microscopic imaging ofslow flow anddiffusion:a pulsed
field gradient stimulated echosequence combined with
turbo spinecho imaging

T.W.J.Scheenen,F.J.Vergeldt,C.W.Windt,P.A. deJager and H.VanAs

Inthis paper we present a pulse sequence that combines a displacement-encoded
stimulated echo with rapid sampling of k-space by means of turbo spin echo
imaging. The stimulated echo enables the use of long observation times between
the two pulsed field gradients that sample q-space completely. Propagators,
constructed with long observation times, could discriminate slowly flowing protons
from diffusing protons, as shown in a phantom in which a plug flow with linear
velocity of 50 |xm/s could clearly be distinguished from stationary water. As a
biological application the apparent diffusion constant in longitudinal direction of a
transverse image of a maize plant stem had been measured as a function of
observation time. Increasing contrast inthe apparent diffusion constant image with
increasing observation times were caused by differences in plant tissue: although
the plantstem did nottake upanywater, the vascular bundles,concentrated inthe
outer ring of the stem, could still be discerned because of their longer unrestricted
diffusional pathways for water in the longitudinal direction compared to cells in the
parenchymaltissue. Inthexylem region of atomato pedicel flowing water could be
distinguished from a large amount of stationary water. Linear flow velocities up to
0.67 mm/swere measuredwithanobservationtimeof 180ms.
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Introduction
Already in 1965 Stejskal and Tanner demonstrated that pulsed magnetic field
gradients (PFGs) could be used in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)to probe the
displacement of protons in a sample (7). Their well-known equation describes the
attenuation of the normalized NMR-signal S(g)of diffusing protons as a function of
amplitude (g),spacing (A)andduration (8)ofthetwo PFGs,andasafunction ofthe
diffusion constantDofthe protons:

S(g)/S(0)=exp(-fg2S2D(A - S/3))

[3.1]

where yisthe gyromagnetic ratio of protons. Apart from the NMR-signal amplitude
attenuation as a result of diffusion, the phase of the NMR-signal shifts when the
protons move in the direction of the PFGs during A. Karger and Heink measured
the NMR signal as a function of the intensity mof the PFGs in one direction (m =
ySg, also known as q-space with q=y8g/2rc (2)), and Fourier Transformed the
complex NMR-signal asafunction of m intothe averaged propagator P(R,A)(3).An
averaged propagator is a spectrum representing the distribution of spin
displacements (R)inthedirectionofthe PFGswithinA.
Probing displacements with PFGs can be combined with imaging to construct
propagators for every pixel in an image (2,4-6). Pixel-propagators can represent
different protonpools.Intransverse imagesofplantstemsfor instance,pixelsinthe
xylem tissue that transports water from roots to shoot and leaves can contain
flowing water in a xylem vessel surrounded by stationary water outside the vessel
(6,7). The pixel-propagator will show stationary water as a symmetrical part of the
displacement distributioncentered atzerodisplacement andflowingwater asa part
of the displacement distribution with a net displacement (cf. Fig.3.1c). Recently a
method has been presented to quantify the flowing part of the propagator of every
pixel in an NMR-image without assuming any model for the flow profile of the
flowing water (7), in contrast to fitting a model function to the NMR-signal
modulation by a number of q-steps, assuming the occurrence of one complete
laminarflow profile inone pixel(8-10).
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With both quantification methods problems arise when one wants to study slow
flow: one needs long observation times (A) to distinguish between displacements
originating from slow flow and displacements originating from free diffusion. This
will be evident from the following discussion. The root mean square (rms)
displacement a due to diffusion, observed by NMR, is proportional to the square
rootofthecorrectedobservationtimeA-8/3:

cr= ^2D{A-S/3)

[3.2],

whereasthe meandisplacement r offlowingprotons isproportionaltoAitself:
[3.3],

r =vA

inwhich v is the mean flow velocity of the flowing protons. Suppose one wants to
distinguishwater, flowingwitha laminarflow profileat a meanvelocity of200|j.m/s,
from stationary water at 20°C (D of free water at 20°C is 2.20 x 10"9 m2/s, no
exchange betweenflowingandstationary water,volumefractionflowingwater 0.25,
8«A). With A of 15 ms f would be 3.0 urn, whereas a would be 8.1 um, which
makes a distinction between flow and diffusion hardly possible (Fig. 3.1a) on the
basisofdisplacements. Going upto 100 msobservation time r and exwould be20
and21|xmresp.(Fig.3.1b)andatavalueofAof 1second f and crbecome200

P(R,A) „

a

P(R,A)

R(^rn)

P(R,A)

b

R(Rm)

c

R(l-im)

Figure 3 . 1 : Three simulated propagators of 75% stationary water and 25% flowing water. The
diffusion constant of the stationary and flowing water is 2.0 x 10"9 m2/s,the mean linear flow velocity
of the flowing water is 200 |a.m/s. No exchange between stationary and flowing water and no radial
diffusion overthe laminar flow profile has been assumed.A-valuesfor (a), (b) and (c) are 15,100 and
1000 ms resp. The solid lines are the calculated propagators, the marks indicate the sampling of the
propagator with a hypothetical experiment with 32 PFG-steps.
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and 66 |xm. In this last case the flowing part of the propagator becomes clearly
visible (Fig. 3.1c). Transversal diffusion of the water is accounted for in these
theoretical examples but radial diffusion, perpendicular to the flow direction, is
neglected. Incorporating radial diffusion would mean that water molecules move
acrossthelaminar, parabolicflow profile,changingtheshapeofthe propagator and
decreasing the already small maximum displacement of theflowing water, although
f wouldremainunaffected (11).

If long observation times are used in PFG experiments, the time from signal
excitation to detection ofthe first echowill also be long. Inthis case the needfor a
stimulated echo (STE) sequence, instead of a spin echo (SE) sequence emerges.
Already in 1985 the STE had been used in an imaging sequence (12) and was
soon combined with PFGs to measure diffusion (13)and flow (14).Since the Ti is
always (often substantially) longer than the T2, it is advantageous or even
necessary during long observation times to store the magnetization along the zaxis,where magnetization canevolveaccordingtoTi: despitethe inherent lossofa
factor of 2 insignal to noise ratio (SNR) ina STE amplitude,this amplitude can still
be larger than a SE amplitude. Recording a complete set of pixelpropagators with
only one echo per scan isverytime-consuming (4,5). Inorder to decrease the total
acquisition time, we combined the STE with a turbo spin echo (TSE) train. The
displacement-encoded STE is modulated in the TSE train to obtain a TSE image
for every displacement-encoding step. Since an STE pulse sequence also
generates spin echoes (SE of first and second 90° pulses, SE of second and third
90° pulses (15), SE of first and third 90° pulses, and SE of first SE and third 90°
pulse) a 180° pulse train behind a STE can also refocus these spin echoes
producing unwanted spurious echoes inthe echo train resulting in image ghosting.
With appropriate phase schemes and spoiler gradients all spurious echoes are
suppressed and acceptable TSE images can be obtained. As challenging
applications of the STE TSE sequence we measured slow flow in a pedicel of a
tomato and we constructed images of the apparent diffusion constant of a
transverse sliceofamaize plantstemasafunctionofobservationtimeA.
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The pulsesequence
Figure 3.2 shows an outline of the Pulsed Field Gradient STimulated Echo Turbo
Spin Echo (PFG STE TSE) pulse sequence. Alike its SE variant (6) this sequence
uses PFGs to encode for displacement and the Turbo Spin Echo technique, also
known asfast SE or RARE (16),to shorten imaging time.The difference isthe use
of a STEto store magnetization alongthe z-axis during A.As inthe SE

